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• Today’s Storage Challenges
• HPC and Big Data
• Conclusions, and opportunities
From Whamcloud* to Intel

Whamcloud Started July 16, 2010
• Brent Gorda – CEO
• Eric Barton – CTO

Acquired by Intel in July 2012
• Now Intel’s High Performance Data Division
• Same world class team...
• Passionately focused on moving Lustre* software forward
• Equipped with more resources and opportunities...
Lustre* @ Intel: Today

Intel continues Whamcloud’s pledge:

– We fully support OpenSFS and EOFS
– With backing of OpenSFS/EOFS: All Lustre releases
– Fully committed to open, collaborative development
– Delivered in real-time to the worldwide community
– We remain focused on breakthrough innovations
– Create features for HPC and big data workloads
– Intel encourages you to join and be active with Lustre
Lustre* @ Intel – Moving Lustre Forward

Creating an Enterprise Grade Ecosystem
– Partners are looking for a business-quality solution
– Intel Enterprise Edition for Lustre* Software
– Adds features such as Hadoop, AWS, IML, 24x7 support
Storage for Data Intensive Applications
Powered by Intel® Enterprise Edition for Lustre* software

- Production quality Lustre file system backed by Intel
- Intel® Manager for Lustre* UI
- Intel® Lustre* Adaptor for Apache® Hadoop
- 24x7 Enterprise support
- Professional services and training
- Available from OEM, integrator and reseller partners
TestDFSIO Benchmark

- Tests the raw performance of a file system
- Write and read very large files (35G each) in parallel
- One mapper per file. Single reducer to collect stats.
- Embarrassingly parallel, does not test shuffle & sort

![Throughput MB/s](chart)

More is better!
Storage Challenges Differ By Market

Enterprise IT
- Storage Challenges: Legacy
- Extract data value
- Efficiency

Cloud
- Storage Challenges: Scalability
- Low cost implementation
- Agility

Comms SPs
- Storage Challenges: Legacy
- Rapid service delivery
- SDN Disruption

Technical Computing
- Storage Challenges: Performance
- Affordable scale

Datacenter Software Division
High Performance Data Organization
Intel Confidential
‘Big Data’ Workloads Are Reshaping Storage

80% Of data is unstructured
15X Growth rate for unstructured data
67% Of HPC users run “Big Data” applications
Parallel Storage for HPC and ‘Big Data’

- Compute, Fabric & Storage Must Scale and be balanced
- Without adequate storage performance, compute performance goes unused
- Scalable storage software is critical
- Lustre is key
The Big Data Paradigm Change

Codes Based on Analytic Models

Well Known HPC Workloads

HPC Today

- Compute Focused
- Minimizes Data Movement
- I/O predominantly For Checkpoints
- Datasets are ~Petabytes
- Data is sampled or generated

Codes Based on Data Driven Models

New Big Data Workload

HPC Tomorrow

- I/O Focused
- Lots of Data Movement
- I/O predominantly for storing & retrieving data
- Datasets are ~100’s of Petabytes
- All data is needed all the time

System Design Points Will Change!

Datacenter Software Division
High Performance Data Organization
Moving Lustre* Forward - Exascale

- **Integrated I/O Stack**
  - Epoch transaction model
  - Non-blocking scalable object I/O
- **HDF5**
  - High level application object I/O model
  - I/O forwarding
- **I/O Dispatcher**
  - Burst Buffer management
  - Impedance match application I/O performance to storage system capabilities
- **DAOS**
  - Conventional namespace for administration, security & accounting
  - DAOS container files for transactional, scalable, object IO
- **Detailed technical sessions on agenda**
Conclusions and Opportunities

– Lustre* was purpose built for performance at scale
  • The technology is mature, stable, fast and popular
  • Offers a stable, performance based, multi-vendor solution

– Community participation with OpenSFS is vital
  • As a community, we grow together

– Scalable storage software is critical for maximum application performance
  • Data is growing – the need / opportunity is there
  • Storage is not the problem. Data is the problem

⇒ Intel is committed to Lustre – for HPC + Big Data

Intel is moving Lustre forward
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